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Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

3-4 OLB/DE
DOB (Age)

4-27-93 (25)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Myrick, Jalen

TEAM

Arizona Cardinals15–2nd–AZ
YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

MISSOURI  (MOUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Golden, Markus

2016: at SEA 12/24 2017: at DET 9/10, at IND 9/17, vs DAL 9/25, vs SF 10/1

19

Winning %

51%

Positions Started

INJURIES

2015: Ranked 2nd on team in sacks with 4.0 as a rookie, while playing in 49.5% of defensive 
snaps. 2016: Recorded 12.5 sacks (T-3rd in NFL), 12 TFL , and 22 QB Hits in 2nd year (All 
led the team) in increased role, playing in 70.3% of defensive snaps. 2017: Entering first 
season as a starter, recorded no sacks, 11 tackles, 1 TFL and 4 QB Hits in 4 games prior to 
tearing ACL.

4th year player on his drafted team Arizona Cardinals starting 15 of 37 career games including 4 in 2017, prior to

tearing his ACL; 3rd year playing under HC Bruce Arians and in DC James Bettcher’s 3-4 defense where he
primarily played Left outside linebacker, but also on the right side in nickel defense, and was asked to penetrate
blocking schemes as a 6-technique and rush the passer using inside passing stunts and time up blitzes at the LOS
from LB depth in passing situations. Marginal height and good weight with a stout, bulky build and short arms, a
thick torso, and short thick legs, displaying solid athletic ability with a combination of Good agility, solid
quickness and explosion, and marginal balance. Does a good job adjusting to motion pre-snap and alerting his
teammates if there is a TE off the ball. Displays solid Competitive Toughness by being aggressive and fighting
through blocks to maintain body positioning in his Gap vs Gap and Zone blocks. Displays good functional Strength
by exploding through his hips and knocking back bigger TE’s with heavy hands at POA vs Gap and Zone blocking
as a 6-technique. Displays Solid ability to Defend the Run by diagnosing Zone blocking without false stepping and
by using strength to drop his hips and lock out Zone blockers with one-arm; Does a Good job diagnosing Gap
blocking by taking on bigger TE/ OT’s with Good pad level and leveraging his gap with quick inside hand
placement inside the blockers chest to hold his ground. Does a solid job leveraging Outside Runs frontside due to

ability to neutralize TE block at POA with upper body Strength to drive him backwards; good job tackling
runners in his Gap by wrapping them up below the waist; good job in Pursuit chasing down the ball backside vs
the run and maintains good leverage on the runner to eliminate escape lanes. Does a solid job in Zone Coverage
due to ability to leverage routes in his area while showing patience to not chase routes. Displays solid transition
quickness to close on the ball when it is thrown due to solid Quickness. Shows solid Ball Skills by getting his
hands up to attempt to deflect balls in pass rush and does a solid job attempting to knock the ball out on tackle

attempts. Displays good Blitzing ability when used in stunts where he can win the B Gap from lining up in the C
gap pre-snap and when he can time up interior blitzes from linebacker depth due to good agility/quickness.
Displays marginal Mental Processing in the pass game due to inability to consistently drop into coverage quickly
due to indecision with run/pass conflict. Displays marginal Mental Toughness due to inability to effectively
execute assignments after committing penalties and level of play dropping off around 3rd quarter, which is where 
penalties and missed coverage assignments occurred. Displays marginal ability Pass Rushing the edge due to
marginal get off and inability to consistently attack and clear OT shoulders in 3 strides. Shows marginal Ability to
Disengage blocks vs. Run due to inability to transition from knocking blockers backwards to getting them off his
body; can get engulfed by bigger OT’s at times. Athletic Ability limitations leave him with marginal range in
Pursuit. Shows poor Ability in Man coverage due to inability to shadow TE’s vertically and late reaction to pass.
Overall, Solid rotational 3-4 OLB you can win in spite of, who will be mostly effective on 3rd down due to ability
to rush the passer from multiple alignments. Wins with effort and Play Strength to disrupt Zone blocking schemes 
front side as a 6 technique. Lacks AA, arm length, and block shedding ability to be consistently effective as every
down option.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

37

Games Started

15

Games Won

Athletic Ability, Cornering the QB in Edge Rush, Disengaging blocks at POA, Mirror ability in 
coverage 

PROJECTION Solid rotational 3-4 OLB who will be most effective on 3rd down due to ability to rush the 
passer from multiple alignments. Wins with effort and Play Strength to disrupt Zone 
blocking schemes front side as a 6 technique. Lacks AA, arm length, and block shedding 
ability to be consistently effective as every down option.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Heavy Hands when in a 6 technique, Functional Strength at POA, Pass Rush stunts where he 
can win the B and A gaps 

WORST

OLB

Any system that utilizes a 4 man OLB corp where he can focus on using heavy hands to 
create penetration in the run game and rushing the passer on passing stunts to avoid 
dropping into coverage.

2014: Left Hamstring (played through it but missed one game) 2015: No reported injuries 
2016: No reported injuries 2017: Torn Right ACL (Missed 12 games) 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


